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( ( ( THE ELECTRO-MAGNETIZING WAY TO STAY HEALTHY ) ) )
MRS 2000+ (magneticresonancestimulation) system helps
restore lost energy and crippled cellular resonance to a normal, healthy
state of vibration. As a result, the entire cell metabolism is stimulated,
blood cells are regenerated, blood supply moves more freely and with
more oxygen, immune system is strengthened, vitamins and minerals are
better absorbed, the respiratory system becomes more efficient, the
nervous system relaxes, bone structure becomes more dense and organs
-such as liver, kidneys, and spleen- are able to detoxify, ridding
themselves of impurities and regaining their designated bodily functions.

! HEALTHY PEOPLE‐ MRS 2000+ acts on the regulation of the metabolism (cell membrane

potential). Influenced by pulsating magnetic fields, red blood cells deliver up to 200% more oxygen to
every single cell. Sufficient oxygen supply promotes improved nutrient conversion in the cell as well
as refinement of the waste products that are excreted by the cell more easily. Optimal oxygen

supply facilitates a properly functioning immune system.

PAD applicator

! ATHLETIC PEOPLE ‐ MRS 2000+ increases the regeneration process and boosts

performance. The MRS 2000+ is used in Europe in rehabilitation clinics, in competitive and
noncompetitive sports, and is also used by private individuals. Improves physical and mental
performance and endurance and speeds up healing processes including fractures. This system
is used by numerous athletes during training periods and before competitions. An eight
minute usage prior to any sporting event or training session elevates the blood oxygen level
up to 200 % and provides all cells with maximum oxygen and nutrition.

PROBE applicator

!ILL or INJURED PEOPLE ‐ MRS 2000+ does not work on symptoms, but on the cause by

activating the natural self‐healing process (pulsating magnetic fields deflate the sympathetic
nervous system and increase its threshold). Basically, MRS 2000+ system activates every cell
in the body supporting cellular regeneration. Every cell in the body is affected
simultaneously (key‐keyhole principle). The absence of side effects ensures compatibility
with homeopathics, supplements, drugs, and chemotherapy treatments.

Wholebody Mat

EVIDENCE OF THE EFFECTS OF MRS:
! Dark Field Microscopy
! Electro Interstitial Scanner (EIS)

! X-ray
! Infrared –Thermography

In contrast to other electromagnetic systems, the effectiveness and compatibility of MRS
2000+ are greatly optimized through three important and effective components:

1. Pulsating Magnetic Induction
2. Bundles of Frequency
3. Resonance Effect
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Made in Germany!

“Electromagnetic energy is the elemental energy on
which all life and organisms depend.”

PEMF REASEARCH STUDIES:

Prof. Dr. Werner Heisenberg, German Physicist, Recipient of the Nobel Prize

Research conducted over previous years for pulsed electromagnetic field therapy indicates that varied improvements
in neurological, physiological and psychological actions have been achieved with no adverse reactions.

Research indicates that Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields:
Improve circulation and the delivery of oxygen to the brain, vital organs, and virtually every cell of our body.
Stimulate ATP production to provide more energy for the cells. ATP is estimated to provide 95% of all cellular
energy throughout the body.
Enhance strength, stamina, flexibility, concentration, and recovery in athletic individuals.
Regenerate the body's cells‐ Promoting faster healing of strained muscles and sprained ligaments
Accelerate the healing of post‐operative healing of tissues, scars, etc.
Enhance the healing of muscle injuries from strains, sprains, tendonitis and bursitis.
Improve regeneration & speed recovery from physical exertion, strenuous workouts, etc.
Promote pain reduction resulting from various causes ‐ arthritis, back pain, bursitis, muscle stress, etc.
Improve blood circulation and micro‐circulation ‐ reduce blood platelet adhesion (stickiness).
Strengthen bone structure – a measurable increase in bone density with daily use.
Regulate high and low blood pressure ‐ stimulating natural release of Nitric Oxide to relax and expand blood vessels.
Balance the body's acupuncture meridians in just eight minutes.
Promote nerve regeneration: Damaged cells can be stimulated to regenerate by suitable pulses from a magnetic field.
Magnetic fields here cause a type of electric current pulse, which stimulates the nerve cells to “grow”.
Provide a “CALMING” effect on the nervous system to relieve stress and aid relaxation.
Support normalization of heart rate: Tests have shown that the heart rate can be influenced in a positive sense through
the regulatory effect of a magnetic field on the autonomic nervous system.
Revitalize the immune system.
Reduce the damaging effect of “electro‐smog”. The low pulsating electromagnetic field intensity induced by the
MRS 2000, interferes with “electromagnetic smog” by reversing their polluting effect.
Generally have no adverse reactions other than providing a body restorative cleansing affect on your health.
Deepen restful sleep by increasing circulation throughout the body which creates an overall feeling of relaxation
and improves melatonin production.
Help relieve pain by stimulating the body to produce increased amounts of natural pain inhibitors.
Improve metabolism and improve circulation, so medication can reach targeted cells more easily.

The MRS 2000+ is:
German engineered to the highest of standards, and easily administered with a line of accessories.
Backed by years of scientific research ‐ scientific evidence about safety and effectiveness.
WHolistic in its approach to health and well‐being, right in your home, with safe, long‐lasting beneficial results.

Backed by a THREE YEAR WARRANTY
Optional MRS 2000+ Accessory:

SLRS  Sound & Light Relax System
A device designed to balance energy; help with relaxation, sleep, stress and
depression; improve concentration, learning ability, and memory.

Sessions Available Now in Rancho Bernardo

Dr. Tom Stuebe

Ph: 858-674-1117

Made in Germany!

